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Abstract— In today’s scenario, there isanincreasing 

trendofrobots being move dintoenvironment soriginally 

designed for human use. Human armmotions are always lucr 

ativefor researchers. In  industry ,anthro pomorphicrobot so 

fhuman size areexpectedtoreplacehuman workers without 

major redesignsof the workplace. The use of robotic 

automation in manufacturing industries has increased 

tremendously. In this research work, select kinematic 

configuration of robot and vacuum cup to handling object 

for pick and place application, how to Evaluate D-H 

parameter, forward and inverse kinematics equations and 

work volume. . Kinematic analysis of robot and selection of 

vacuum cup for varied weight of object during pick and 

place application and dynamic analysis of it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days trend of automation so that in industrial 

application robots are used to complete different task like 

material handling , welding ,spray painting ,assembly and in 

medical application for surgery. 

 Pick and place application is one of the common 

application of all type of industries such as during machine 

loading and unloading task. So here we review on design of 

robot for pick and place application and reconfigured robot 

kinematics and done its kinematics and dynamics analysis of 

robot during handling condition using FEA analysis of it to 

check that it is able to doing that task.  

In design of robot to done specific task its position 

and orientation of arm is accurate and also required torque at 

joint as per loading condition and max stress on robot arm to 

consider FOS for design of robot to and do optimal design 

of robot arm to achieve pick and place application. 

Here in this review paper we discussed on how to 

select kinematic configuration for pick and place application 

and dynamic analysis using finite element analysis and 

check result achieve from analysis like torque and stress 

value to make best optimal design of robot for pick and 

place application. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Chanhun Park (1) has created dual arm robot controller 

which combination of two mechanical 6-DOF arms and one 

2-DOF middle body is presented. This dual arm robot 

manipulator is designed for the assembly automation of the 

automotive parts in automobile and other industries. Each 

mechanical 6- DOF arm can be utilized as a stand-alone 

kind of modern 6-DOF robot arm and as a piece of double 

arm controller at a same time. 

These structures help the robot creator which is get 

more accomplishment in aggressive business sector of 

double arm robot have the high rivalry for the current 

mechanical robot market and developing business of double 

arm robot at same time. 

The structure of the dual arm robot manipulator 

and the cooperation workspace analysis are introduced. The 

kinematics algorithms for the definition of the relative 

motion are introduced. 

 
Fig. 1: Workspace Of Each Arm Without Torso Joint 

 
Fig. 2: Additional Work Space With Three Torso Joint 

Hyunmin Do(2) has design duel arm part assembly 

is designed though workspace analysis and dynamic motion 

simulation and decide robot dimension including torso joints 

using work space analysis and the specification of each 

actuating module using dynamic simulation. And give 

method design of robot by using kinematic and dynamic 

analysis data. 

From above result they conclude that during 

material handling work more torque required then static 

condition due to moment of inertia of manipulator link and 

here in case of 1 axis static torque is 52.19 and dynamic 

torque is 95.53 in unloaded condition. 

Axis 

Static torque (N.m) at 

90° 

Dynamic torque (N.m) at 

90° 

0 kg 5 kg 0 kg 5 kg 

1 52.19 90.53 95.46 183.50 

2 16.70 39.43 24.58 64.78 

4 1.58 10.80 1.90 13.98 

6 0.02 1.68 0.02 5.58 

Table 1: Results of Static and Dynamic Torque 

Jaydeep Roy (3) has worked on a novel high-

performance semi-direct drive robot manipulator and its 

mechanical design, structural analysis and experimental 
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verification. A resulting arm design is introduced by design-

optimization methodology considering finite element 

analysis. 

 High structural vibration frequencies throughout 

the manipulator workvolume is predict for final design by 

FEA simulator. Extensive structural vibration experiments 

with the completed manipulator confirm the predicted 

structural vibration characteristics throughout the 

manipulator’s workvolume. Position- tracking experiments 

show that the manipulator accurately tracks fast time-

varying reference trajectories—peak tip velocities greater 

than 6 m/s and peak tip accelerations greater than 7 g. 

 Iterative FEA-based design can result in arm 

designs exhibiting better structural characteristics than a 

design based on heuristics. This arm reported in this paper 

has a lowest experimentally measured vibration frequency 

of 66 Hz in the 90 configuration. The frequencies in all 

other orientations are higher. 

Anthony Cowley (4) has worked on Perception and 

Motion Planning for Pick-and-Place robot of Dynamic 

Objects. “Mobile manipulators have brought a new level of 

flexibility to traditional automation tasks such as table top 

manipulation, but are not yet capable of the same speed and 

reliability as industrial automation. 

We have demonstrated pick-and-place operations 

performed by a PR2 at a rate of 6.7 s per object at a 91% 

success rate. Similar operations on a moving work surface 

yield an 87% success rate. 

 Ayokunle A. Awelewa(5) has work on 

development of a 3 DOF revolute robot manipulator 

amenable to pick-and-place operations in the industry. 

Appropriate kinematic equations of the manipulator are 

obtained, and to achieve predetermined positions of a small 

object in a customized workspace using developed 

algorithms. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Kinematic Cycle Showing Forward and Invers 

Kinematics 

The kinematic analysis of the robot arm deals with 

the relationships between the end-effector’s variables (i.e., 

the position and orientation) and joint variables (i.e., the 

rotational and/or translational displacements). Whereas 

forward kinematic equations describing the position and 

orientation of the end-effector in terms of the given joint 

variables and link lengths, and corresponding inverse 

kinematic equations  expressing the joint variables in terms 

of the position and orientation of the end-effector and link 

lengths. A kinematic close loop showing these relationships 

is depicted in Figure2-4 

K. Chandrasekaran (6) has work on to compare of a 

RRTR SCARA and all possible configurations manipulator 

3-DOF robot kinematic structure (RRR, RRT, RTR, TRR, 

RTT, TTR, TRT and TTT). The sum total of what setups 

have been examined under different classes including the 

direct and inverse kinematics, singularity and workspace for 

the pick and place application. 

 The target that to study and look at all possible 

configurations of a 3 DOF robot kinematic structure (RRR, 

RRT, RTR, TRR, RTT, TTR, TRT and TTT). The solutions 

of direct and inverse kinematics, singularity and workspace 

give a complete photo of the designs, its ability and 

applicability. These outcomes provide enough data to 

choose the best possible configuration for a given 

application. These outcomes can be utilized for testing 3-

DOF reconfigurable robot. 

 All eight configurations can be generated by 

selecting reconfigurable parameters of the 3-DOF 

reconfigurable robot. The model validation can be done by 

comparing the results. The kinematic structure, singularity 

and workspace of the 4-DOF SCARA manipulator are 

evaluated. 

 John R. Amend (7)has worked on simple passive 

universal gripper, an elastic membrane consisting of a mass 

of granular material. Using a combination of positive and 

negative pressure, thegripper can rapidly grip and release a 

wide range of objects thatare typically challenging for 

universal grippers, such as flat objects, soft objects, or 

objects with complex geometries. 

We portray the mechanical design and execution of 

this gripper and quantify its performance in real-world 

testing. By utilizing both positive and negative pressure, we 

exhibit execution increments of up to 85% in reliability, 

25% in error tolerance, and the added ability to shoot 

protests by quick launch. Likewise, various items are 

grasped and set immediately while keeping up their relative 

distance and orientation. 

 They have presented a passive universal jamming 

gripper that incorporates both positive and negative 

pressure. The configuration and assembling of a model 

gripper were described, and this model was assessed against 

five measurements that revealed its capabilities for real-

world. The positive pressure gripper demonstrated able at 

holding objects of distinctive size and shape, and when 

contrasted and a form without positive pressure, it 

demonstrated an increment in reliability of up to 85% and an 

increase in error tolerance of up to 25%. 

Peter Tuleja (8) has present the procedure of 

projection of griping effector with active suction cups. It 

concentrates on conceivable muddling by solutions and 

estimates grouping of important calculations so that the 

designed gripper guarantied secure obsession of 

manipulated objects in handling task of robot. 

Handling different OM utilizing vacuum one-side 

holding gripping systems are discovered and spread 

generally in the robotized generation of substantial sterility 

or treatment of huge structures units. These system bring 

methods for solving the issue of operational taking care of, 

conceivably as a component of the interoperation transport. 

The solution of selection of design pressure and diameter is 

more complex, we should not neglect to choose the right 

ejector as essential vacuum generator. 

 For automated production the most normally 

utilized components are jet generator and ejectors, the 

decision is controlled by velocity of making an adequate 

vacuum diaphragm of suction container, purported 

evacuation times. This parameter unequivocally impacts the 
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course of grasping power which is being created by a 

suction cup and hence the safety grasp of OM during initial 

handling process. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this review paper introduce kinematic analysis, such as 

forward and inverse kinematics, workvolume ofreconfigured 

pick and place robot which is use to handling of object 

accurately with in required workspace. Dynamic analysis of 

robot gives control parameters such as torque at each joint, 

velocity and acceleration in detail at each joint and link of 

robot to handle objects from that we select joint actuators as 

per result and requirement. Select optimal design of links 

based on stress and strain result as per application. And 

select the optimal diameter of vacuum cup for different 

weight of handling objects with certain vacuum pressure 

range. The problem where the constant vacuum pressure 

system, required to change the diameter of vacuum cup for 

handling the different weight of the object. 

This issue solves by defining vacuum pressure range and 

find the optimal diameter of vacuum cup for maximum 

weighted object as discussed method. 
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